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Waterfall chart excel 2013

Creating an Excel waterfall chart shows how positive and negative values affect the total value, based on a starting value. Get free workbook, watch video and see step by step written Excel Cascade Chart instructions you can use excel waterfall chart to show cumulative effect of positive and negative values, based on start values. For example, show monthly net cash flow values
in a cascade chart, and quickly see which months have had positive and negative results. There are cascading chart types in Excel 2013 and previous versions, but you can follow the following instructions, to create one. Video: Create a waterfall chart watch this short video, to see how to create a cascade chart of your data. The instructions written below are video. Note: To create
the cascade chart in just a few seconds, get the Excel Chart utility. This animated gif shows how fast it is! Setting up data to create your own cascade chart, the first step is to set up your data. In the following screenshot: 5 columns are inserted between the list of months, and the column with net cash flow base values is a calculated value for a series that will be hidden in the
completed chart. This creates a starting point for the up-and-down series in the chart. The end of the final column in the bottom chart is a list of negative numbers in the net cash flow column above a list of positive numbers of pure cash flow columns starting value, from the net cash flow column. A row was inserted at the top of the Start row, and it will create a space on the left
side of the chart. An arbitrary value (2000) was entered there, and any number within the range of net cash flow values could have been used instead. A end row was inserted at the bottom of the month list, a row was inserted below the End row, and the space will be created on the right side of the chart. Enter the Waterfall Chart Formulas is the next step in entering the formulas
that will be used in the chart. In the above screenshot, the values are typed in yellow cells, and other colored cells contain formulas. The formulas are listed below the image. B2:=F3:=G3 B4:=SUM(B3,E3:F3)-D4 D4:=-MIN(G4,0) E4: =MAX(G4,0) C16: =SUM(B15,E15:F15)-D16 Copy the formulas in B4, D4 and E4 down to row 15 create cascade chart to create cascade chart:
Select cells A1:F17 -- title cells and data -- but do not include columns with net cash flow numbers. In Excel ribbon, click the Insert tab, and click the column chart, then click the column stack, click the base series to select it, and format it without filling and without borders, so it is not visible in the chart. Select one of the lower series columns, and select the series format with red fill
color one of the top series columns, and click Format tab with green fill color to start and finish column format with gray fill color select each column, and in Excel ribbon, click Format tab to click Format. And reducing the gap width to a small amount, about 10-12% remove the fabulous sample file download followed along video and written instructions, download sample cascading
file charts. The file is zipped, and in xlsx format. The file does not contain any macros. Last updated: October 11, 2020 1:53 PM If you use Excel frequently, you know first hand about chart benefits. Graphical representation of your data becomes very useful when you want to specify a comparison or accurately a trend at a glance. Microsoft Excel has a large number of predefined
chart types, including columns, lines, pies, tapes, radar, etc. In this article we will go above and beyond creating basic graphs and take a closer look at the specific chart type - cascade chart in Excel. You will find out what the waterfall chart is and how useful it can be. You know the secret to creating a waterfall chart in Excel 2010 - 2016 and learn about the different utilities that
can do it for you in a minute. So let's start brushing in your Excel skills! :) What is the waterfall chart in Excel? First let's see how a simple waterfall chart should look and when it can come in handy. The cascade chart is actually a specific type of Excel column chart. It is typically used to show how to increase or decrease the starting position through a series of changes. The first
and last columns in a normal waterfall chart represent the total values. The middle columns look floating, showing a positive or negative change from one period to another, ending in the final total value. As a rule, these columns are coded in color to detect positive and negative values. A little more in this article you will know a trick of how to float the average columns. A cascade
chart is also known as an Excel bridge chart since floating columns build a so-called bridge that connects the endpoints. These diagrams are quite useful for analytical purposes. If you need to evaluate the company's profits or product revenue, inventory or sales analysis or just show how the number of your Facebook friends changed during that year, the cascading chart in Excel
is just what you need. How to build an Excel bridge chart don't waste your time searching for the type of waterfall chart in Excel, you'll find it there. The problem is that Excel does not have an internal waterfall chart format. However, you can easily create your own version by carefully organizing your data and using the standard Excel stacked column chart type. Let's create a
simple sample table with positive and negative values to make things better. I take the sales amount as an example. If you look at the table below, you'll see sales grow over several months, and they fall along others compared to the starting position. Excel Bridge charts will be a convenient way to visualize sales flow over twelve months. But if you apply a stacked column chart
template to these specific values right now, you will get Similar to the waterfall diagram. So the first thing you need to do is sort your data carefully. Step 1: Restart your data table by inserting three extra columns into your Excel table. Let's call them bases, falls and appearances. The base column will be a calculated value used as the starting point for the Fall and Rise series in the
chart. All negative numbers from the sales flow column will be in fall column and all positive numbers will be in the Rise column. I also added the end row at the bottom of the month list to calculate the amount of sales for the whole year. Now move on to the next step and fill these columns with the necessary values. step 2 . Insert formulas is the best way to complete the insert
special formulas table into the first cells in the corresponding columns and then copy them to adjacent cells using the fill handle. Select cell C4 in fall column, and enter the following formula there: =IF(E4&lt;=0,-E4,0) formula says that if the value in cell E4 is less than or equal to zero, the negative number will be shown positively and the positive number will be displayed as zero.
Note. If you want all values to be located in a cascading chart above zero, you need to insert the minus (-) sign before reference of the second cell (E4) in the formula. And it makes two plus, copy the formula to the end of the table. Click the cell D4 and type in =IF(E4&gt;0, E4,0). That is, if the value in cell E4 is greater than zero, all positive numbers will be displayed as positive
and negative as zero. Use the Fill Handle to copy this formula down the column. Enter and copy the last formula =B4+D4-C5 in cell B5; This formula calculates the basic values that go up and fall to the right height. Step three. Create a standard stacked column chart now your data is well organized and you are ready to build your chart. Select your data including column headers
and rows, delete the sales flow column. Go to the Charts group on the INSERT tab. Click the Insert column chart icon and select stacked column from the drop down list. The graph appears on the worksheet, but hardly looks like a cascade chart. Take the next step and convert the stacked column graph to Excel bridge chart. Step 4. Converting column graphs to time cascading
charts has come to know the secret. You just need an invisible base series to get the cascading chart from a column. Select them by clicking on the base series, right-click and select format data series... Option from the context menu. Format data series frame will appear immediately to the right of your worksheet in Excel 2013/2016. Click the Fill &amp; Line icon. Select No fill in
the Fill and No line section in the Border section. When the blue columns become invisible, just remove base from the chart legend to hide all base series works completely. Step 5. Excel Format Let's finish the chart with a little formatting. First I will start the flying bricks brighter and highlight the start and end values in the chart: select the fall series on the chart and go to the
Format tab under the Chart Tool. Click on the fill shape in the Shape Style group. Select the color you want in the drop-down menu. Here you can also experiment with column outlines or add special effects to them. Just use the Shape Outline and Shape Effects options in the FORMAT tab to make changes. Then you should do the same trick with the advent series. As for the
start and end columns, you need to color the code them individually, but they must be of the same color. When you're done, the chart should look like the one below: note. Alternatively, you can change the color and outline of columns in the chart by opening the Format Data Series frame or selecting the Fill Or Outline options in the right-clicking menu. Then you can see the extra
white spaces between columns are removed to make them stand closer to each other: double click on one of the chart columns to bring up the frame series data format. Change the width of the gap to something smaller, such as 15%. Close the frame. Now the hole in the bridge chart is patched. When you look at the waterfall chart above, some flying bricks seem of the same
size. However, when you refer to the data table, you will see the values shown are different. For more detailed analysis I would recommend adding data labels to columns. Select the series you want to label. Right-click and select Add Data Labels from the context menu. Repeat the process for the other series. You can also adjust the label position, text font and color to make the
numbers more readable. Note. If there is an apparent difference in column size and the features don't matter, you can remove the data label, but then you need to add an Y axis to better interpret the data. When you are done by tagging columns, just get rid of unnecessary elements such as zero values and legends. You can also change the default chart title to something more
descriptive. Please take a look at one of my previous blogs how to add titles to excel charts. My waterfall chart is ready! It looks quite different from the types commonly used charts and it's very readable, isn't it? Add-on to create waterfall chart as you can see, it's not difficult at all to manually create a waterfall chart in Excel 2016 - 2010. But if you don't want to stir up by resetting
your data, you can use special add-ons that can do all the work for you. John Peltier offers to use his time-saving Peltier Technology Chart Utility to automatically create cascade charts and other custom charts of raw data. You can choose to have either a standard waterfall chart or stacked waterfall chart. You don't need to select only your data to insert any formula, click the
Cascade Chart command in ribbon, set multiple options, ok and click Excel Bridge It's ready. In addition to custom charts, the add-in provides you different charts, data and general tools to make your work easier in Excel. You can even create an online waterfall chart and get it as an Excel file via email. It is possible thanks to the great waterfall chart online service. You just need to
send your data, specify your email address and wait less than a minute while your chart is generated. Then check your mailbox. The cascade chart will be sent to you in an Excel file. Then you can change the title, label, color, etc. like any other Excel chart. However, you cannot change the numeric data. In that case you need to create a chart again. You should also follow some
of the rules of sending your data if you want your cascade chart to look as expected. The more complicated chart you want to create, the more complex formulas you need to enter when resetting your data. And the chances of getting an error are increasing. In this condition Cascade Chart Creator add-on for Microsoft Excel can help you save your time and effort. With this add-on,
you can create, change and update multiple cascading charts at once. It allows you to specify colors, fill solids or gradients, show values and positions, and gives you many other options. You can also customize the default settings and colors for new charts. Now you have a set of waterfall charts in Excel. I hope it won't be a problem for you to manually create your own version of
a bridge graph. Otherwise, you can use excel cascade chart add-on. Thank you for reading. If you're curious about other data visualization devices, the following articles may also be interesting to you: you:
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